This is a living document that will be updated when appropriate. MIIND [1, 2] is a population-level neural simulator. It is based on population density techniques, just like DIPDE [3] . Contrary to DIPDE, MIIND is agnostic to the underlying neuron model used in its populations so any 1, 2 or 3 dimensional model can be set up with minimal effort. The resulting populations can then be grouped into large networks, e.g. the Potjans-Diesmann model [4] . The MIIND website http://miind.sf.net contains training materials, and helps to set up MIIND, either by using virtual machines, a DOCKER image, or directly from source code.
1 Leaky, Quadratic, and Exponential Integrate and Fire Common 1 dimensional models for approximating neuron behaviour. The quadratic and exponential versions provide more realistic spike shapes. All have a threshold resent mechanism for avoiding the need for repolarising variables. MIIND provides excellent speed and memory benefits in comparison to direct simulation of more than 10000 neurons [2] . The original Potjans-Diesmann model [4] of an 8 population model, representing a cortical column was adapted by Cain et al [5] . We follow their implementation, in passing validating some of the experiments that were published on the DIPDE website [3] .
In general, MIIND estimates the steady state firing rate slightly higher ( Fig. 2 3 Adaptive Exponential Integrate and Fire (AdExp) [6] Time dependent variables are membrane potential and an adaptive variable making quick repeated firing less likely. Useful for capturing the adaptive behaviour of pyramid cells. 
Fitzhugh-Nagumo
A two dimensional reduction [7, 8] of the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron. 
Izhikevich Simple Model
A simple quadratic neuron model [9] parameterised (a,b,c, and d) to produce a wide range of common neuron behaviours such as bursting and fast spiking. An HH model with additional persistent sodium channel reduced to two dimensions by removing the time dependence of the sodium and potassium gating variables. Spiking is handled with a threshold reset mechanism. Parameters as defined in [10] to support a CPG model. 
2D Conductance Based Synapse
A simple integrate and fire model coupled with a conductance based synapse. The second time dependent variable tracks the openness of the synapse. Membrane potential is driven up based on the second variable instead of direct jumps in membrane potential. 
3D Conductance Based Synapse
As with the 2D version except with allowance for a second synapse, typically with a very different timescale (for example one excitatory and one inhibitory synapse). Files: U nsupported_3D/Conductance3D/cond_3D.xml U nsupported_3D/Conductance3D/cond_3D.model
Hindmarsh-Rose
A commonly used 3D model [12] for exploring a wide range of bifurcations and neuron behaviours. Two variables capture the dynamics required for a hopf bifurcation from stationary to spiking on a limit cycle. The third variable represents a slow mechanism (such as persistent sodium) for controlling excitability to capture behaviours such as bursting. Files: U nsupported_3D/HindmarshRose/hr.xml U nsupported_3D/HindmarshRose/hr.model
Minimal Two Compartmental Motor Neuron
A minimal two compartment motor neuron model [13] designed to capture the bistable nature of motor neurons. One compartment produces typical tonic spiking in the soma while the second compartment describes the "on/off" behaviour of the dendrites. In miind, the two compartments are considered as separate populations of 2 dimensional models. As a result, the soma population is dependent on the average value of the dendrite population and vice versa. For this reason miind does not perfectly reproduce a population of motor neurons. The precise definition of the model can be found in [13] . 
2D Epileptor
The 2D reduction [14] of the Epileptor model used in The Virtual Brain [15] . The model is parameterised to define an epileptogenic neuron vs a non-epileptogenic one. When tightly coupled together via membrane potential (instead of firing rate), an epileptogenic neuron can induce the ictal behaviour in a non-epileptogenic neuron. In MIIND, when two populations of the differently parameterised neurons are connected together via the average membrane potential of each population, the ictal behaviour can be induced in the same manner. As with the motor neuron model, the populations pass a linearly interpolated average membrane potential to each other based on the coupling strength. When tightly coupled, the population on the right which would normally stay close to a quiescent stable point, is pushed into the ictal state by the other population. The middle plot shows the average membrane potential of the epileptogenic population. The lower plot shows the average membrane potential of the non-epileptogenic population which lags behind.
Files:
Epileptor/epi.xml Epileptor/epileptor_ict.model Epileptor/epileptor_ict_0_0_0_0_.tmat Epileptor/epileptor_intict.model Epileptor/epileptor_intict_0_0_0_0_.tmat
